After a month or so, I made a decision to start all over again. My wonderful late parents supported my decision, even though it had cost them a lot to keep me in that music school. I dropped part of the last year of the music school, went to the regular school in the evening to finish high school, worked as a music teacher to pay private tutors to learn chemistry, math, physics and biology. This was a very difficult time in my life. I basically did not have any life except working and studying. My hard work played off and I was able to pass exams in the biology department of Leningrad State University.
I came to the decision to become a biologist by elimination of what profession I did not want to havebiology seemed like a good choice: try to learn and understand nature! At university I had to continue studying very hard in order to catch up with my fellow students, many of whom came to the university from specialized physics, chemistry, math, and biology school. However, I have to say that I am very glad that, thanks to the dedication and support of my very thoughtful parents, I had a very serious musical education, something that will be with me all my life. In addition, studying for many years in the dedicated music school taught me to be disciplined, organized, and creative. These traits have helped me in the past and continue to help me throughout my life.
If you had to do it all over, would you still choose the same career path? You were originally slated to be a concert pianist, but you chose biology over the conservatory. How did that happen? Why did you change your mind? At that time I lived in Leningrad, Soviet Union, and had studied piano since I was a little girl. When I was in the last year of the specialized music high school I was sure that I would continue my music education after my graduation; however, one day a teacher for my conducting class had a chat with me that turned my life upside down. For the first time in my life, somebody questioned my ability, and suggested that I think about whether or not I could be a concert pianist for the rest of my life and be at the top of this career. I knew that the concert pianist career is hugely competitive and requires more than just incredible skills. However, when one grows up enjoying playing the piano, the endless practice and having people around cheering and saying great words, one sort of feels that this is it -I can make it. When I started questioning my abilities and my high aspirations, I came to realize that I was a very capable student, but I was not one of the few pianists who can make it big in that career. After this realization, I was very down, devastated, depressed and thought that my life was over.
Natasha Raikhel
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I have never looked back on the change from music to science with regret -I am positively enjoying doing science and discovering new things. I would do it again in a heartbeat! After making this decision, I began to study biology very seriously and completed my PhD in invertebrate studies.
Why plant biology? I emigrated to Athens, Georgia and worked as a postdoc at the University of Georgia. There, I continued for one year to work with unicellular organisms. However, during this time, I noticed that there were a lot of intellectual activities in the botany department of the University of Georgia; so as soon as I was offered a postdoctoral job in that department in the plant cell biology laboratory, I accepted it. And again, I have never looked back -I love plants! I always tell my students that plants can live without us but we cannot live without plants -a very good reason to study plants.
Why is plant cell biology research important?
We know a lot about the way plants develop (seeds germinate, seedlings grow and develop, plants flower) and respond when environmental conditions change on a genetic level. We know very little, however, about what is happening on a cellular level to the proteins in live cells during development or in response to different environmental conditions. If we know how a live cell works, we can think of clever ways to strengthen its 'durability' and usefulness. This information is critical in addressing the challenges we face on the increasing world-wide demand for food, global warming, and biofuel production.
How will your research benefit society? Many genes and their encoded proteins have great potential to improve the quality of human life by allowing the growth of more nutritious food. The discovery and increased production of alternative fuels and sustainable materials for building and clothing will also result from our understanding of plant-specific processes that produce cellulose and many other raw materials. Understanding the cellular responses of plants to man-made environmental challenges will teach us how to best preserve sustainability on our planet. Our lab trains well-prepared students and other young scientists who will teach others, make new discoveries or work on practical applications of our research in industry.
How has your science changed during your thirty six years in this country? Oh, the changes in my research program have been remarkable and numerous. When I started as an assistant professor at the Plant Research Lab (PRL), I was a cell biologist who was 'initiated into molecular biology'. I learned genetics from my colleagues and moved on. As usual, it was and is most important to have an exciting and interesting biological question and then to use all necessary means possible to answer the question. As scientists moved into the era of genomics and several genomes were sequenced and compared, it soon became clear that mutants could not provide absolute answers to many questions. In plants, many protein functions are redundant and many proteins are essential; thus mutants either show no phenotype or they are lethal. To try to find a way to deal with redundancy and lethality in plants, I moved to a new field, chemical genomics, using small molecules to perturb the function of a protein using chemicals instead of mutations. We have made a lot of wonderful discoveries in the lab by adopting this new technology and combining it with genetics, biochemistry and cell and molecular biology. I also see that my postdocs are now trained and 'fluent' in not only regular molecular, cell and genetics technologies but also bioinformatics and chemical genomics. The ability to handle several disciplines and to be a collaborative person is very important to success of young people this days.
What are your passions in life? I have an incredible admiration for art and science, and I believe that this ability to love and enjoy both helps me to have a fuller and more interesting and exciting life. Both science and art require higher levels of creativity and perfectionism so, in many ways, scientists and artists are wired in the same way. I wish we had more of a connection and interaction between scientists and artists in our country. I tell my students and postdocs that they do not have any idea what they are missing when they do not pay attention to the beauty of art around us. There are so many possibilities all over the world, so many museums and concert halls where one does not need to spend a lot of money in order to be exposed. I also think that the same goes for artists -endless exciting scientific breakthroughs are happening all over the world, and it would be great if we were to have more regular opportunities to share our excitement with people from the arts. I am not saying that these interactions do not exist at all, but they are very limited.
You serve on numerous government and industry advisory and editorial boards. What are some of the ways you are contributing? I guess over the years I have accumulated some experience and knowledge in addressing and answering important questions, seeing the forest for the trees, as we say, and being able to get the work done. However, I believe it's a two-way street; I always learn as much as I contribute during these visits. So, it is interesting because I am always learning something new.
What advice do you have for women and men aspiring to be scientists?
Let me share with you some of my background -I think this would make it easier to see what advice I can give. As is already clear from early questions, I originate from a country (USSR) and city (Leningrad) that no longer exist. At university I was trained as a classical cell biologist and at that time it mostly meant working as an electron microscopist. I was working with unicellular organisms and was not a plant biologist. When I decided to leave the USSR, I was already an assistant professor at the Institute of Cytology at the Academy of Science. I remember that the head of the big lab I was a part of at the institute, who was a member of the USSR National Academy of Science and had a chance to travel abroad, told me that I had completely lost my mind by leaving such a desirable position. He also said that it is unlikely that I would get a job as a scientist in the US, that most likely I would be sweeping the streets of New York and would never have close friends in America. How wrong he was! In fact, later we met at the International Cell Biology meeting in Montreal where he apologized for his prognosis.
I immigrated with my husband, Alex, also a scientist and an assistant professor, and our first-born son, Eugene (pictured, on the left), to Athens, Georgia in 1978 (36 years ago) with a personal fortune of only 25 dollars. Both of us had to start all over again as postdocs. My memory is that I felt completely lost and wondered how I could and would ever make the language, scientific and social transitions required of me. The time was also not easy in the States in the late seventies -there was the Iranian crisis, the energy crisis, very high inflation, and a lot of concern about a recession and getting jobs. Our second son, Vincent (also pictured, on the right), was born in Athens, Georgia and after seven years on soft money my husband and I both were able to obtain our first permanent jobs in the US.
However, as difficult as it was in Athens, I encountered many helpful people that were critical to my survival and who are my friends to this day. I also entered a social context within academia that differed in several important ways from the system I had left behind. The American academic system is characterized by greater diversity, greater openness of thought and a fairer atmosphere of competition that drives one to take intellectual risks and achieve more. At its best, this environment also leads to a constant renewal of possibility, a wealth of new ideas and a rich milieu of thoughtful exchange that fosters both collective and individual progress. In America, I found a place where prestige and intellectual and economic rewards were all reasonable potential goals. Although I did not find the streets paved with gold, I actually found the far greater treasure of opportunity.
I became an assistant professor at the Michigan State University, DOE, PRL when I was 39 years old. My colleagues and mentors at the PRL provided a local environment that was both stimulating and challenging, encouraging me to be the best possible scientist I could be. What I achieved was also due to the chance of time. I am a product of the age of molecular biology and now genomics with its rapidly expanding knowledge bases and incredible information systems made possible by technological growth. This lucky moment in history has allowed all of us here today the privilege to be pioneers of new and fascinating frontiers.
I also sincerely believe in giving back to the system from which I benefited so greatly. Although my primary interest is still my lab and my science, I accepted several big responsibilities of leadership within our field. I now work toward many objectives on behalf of a scientific community as well as my own personal interests. At the PRL, I learned not only how to run a lab and to do science but also how to be an effective and thoughtful leader. Only later when I became an Editor in Chief of the largest plant journal, Plant Physiology, and a founding director of the Center for Plant Cell Biology, and later a director of the Institute for Integrative Genome Biology at the University of California Riverside did I realize how essential these years at the PRL were for me. As with my past work, my current work depends upon the efforts of many, more numerous than I can ever list -my students, postdocs, friends, and colleagues, for whom I feel much gratitude.
I hear very often now about what an exceptionally difficult time it is for young people, and I agree that it is not easy. But it is never ever easy! I never dreamt of being where I am today, but I always worked very hard and loved doing science. The reason I am sharing a little bit of my story with you is because I want young people to see that, with all the pluses and minuses, we are very fortunate to live in this incredible country. There is no place in this world that offers an opportunity to reach for the stars -one only needs to work hard, be creative and love what he/she is doing. Figure 1 . Carnivorous plants. When we chew and then swallow meat, we stimulate glands (pancreatic acinar cells) to secrete hydrochloric acid and proteases. Amino acids released into the human stomach by the acidic lytic sap are forwarded to and taken up by the intestine. When compared with the human endocrine system, the Venus flytrap also operates as a mouth, stomach and intestine, all combined. Artwork by Irina Yurchenko.
